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PrecisionStraightEdge.Com
Special Straight Edge Form

Company Name:

Street Address:

City:                                             State:         Zip:                 

Country:   

Contact Name:

Phone:                                         Fax:    

Email address:

Please complete all the questions listed below to determine your exact requirements.  We’re good but still cannot read minds. 
Item Selection
Length
Enter dimension

Size as cut by saw

Hold size tolerance ±

Height
Enter dimension

Nominal size as ground

Hold size tolerance ±

Enter dimension
Nominal stock size

Hold size tolerance ±

Metal type Hot rolled A36 steel

300 series stainless steel

Aluminum

4140 steel hard@20-32 rck

A2 steel hard @ 56-62 rck

Other

Number of precision edges One edge standard

Two opposite edges

Parallelism Tolerance ±

Edge location Standard  surface = A or B

Special surface 

Flatness and straightness 
edge tolerance

Standard (see web chart) 0.001 to 84”

Hold special tolerance ±

Cut Outs to reduce weight None

Include Holes (diameter)

Include Slots - size (H x L)

OR

Number of slots or holes

Date:

Width

Length
Dimensions
As the length increaes so does the cost.  Length is usually held to a 1/8 inch tolerance.  We can only hold exact lengths on straight edges under 48 inches long.

Height
Dimensions
The straight edge must be high enough not to deflect.  Some combinations such as 1-inch high over 12 foot will not work.  Height tolerances fange from 1/2 to 0.001 inch.  Steel is sold in nominal sizes.  For example if you really need a unit that is 3.6 inches high, then you will be paying to grind steel that was 4-inches high.

Width
Dimensions
The unit must be wide enough that it will not flex excessively and not fall over easily during use.  Width tolerances range from the nominal stock size to 0.001 inch.

Metal Type
Cost Difference
The metals listed are arranged by relative cost with A36 steel as the least expensive. 

Number of Precison Edges
Cost Difference
One edge is standard.  The second edge will add $125 for straight edges up to 12 feet long.  If you buy the second edge we will need to know the parallelism tolerance.  The standard allowed deviation is usually twice the flatness/straightness tolerance. 

Flatness/Straightness Tolerance
Permissable deviation
Our standard flatness/ straightness deviation ranges from 0.001 to 0.12 inch depending on the length of the unit.  We can hold 0.0005 inches on units under 6-foot, but it is very expensive.  Many of those units end up checking around this value, but it is something else to guarentee this accuracy. 

Typical tolerances are:
0.001 < 84"
0.002 > 84"  < 144"
0.003 > 144" < 180"
0.004 > 180"
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Channels cut to reduce weight None

Include Channel 

Size (H x Depth)

Number required

Holes for mounting unit None

Include Holes

Diameter

Number required

Spacing Location

Hold location tolerance ±

Bevel on one edge None is standard

Yes include bevel

Thickness at bevel

Angle for bevel

Surface finish on 
non-certified edges

Painted to prevent rust

Grind surface and oil

Chamfer corners Lightly chamfered (45 x 0.010)

Keep it sharp

Serial number Standard location = E or F and number

Special location

Special number

How will the edge be 
supported during use?

Fully on edge  A or B

On sides  C or D

Only near ends  E or F

Inspection procedure
using NIST calibrated plate

Standard fully supported on edge  A or B

Supported on sides  C or D

Supported 20% from ends E or F

Documentation required Standard certification form (see web)

Use my special from (enclose copy)

Packaging required Standard = PVC tube

Special wooden box

You can only print a copy of this form for your records.  You cannot save the completed form unless you have PDF 
 in a file called <SpecialSEForm.fdf> by 

hitting the submit button at the bottom of the form.  If you select the “Internet Email” option on the resulting pop-up, it 
will save a copy of this file to your desk top that you can email.  You can then open this blank form 
<SpecialSEForm.pdf> in Adobe Acrobat reader again and drag the data file <SpecialSEForm.fdf> icon on your 
desktop back into the empty form and your form data will reappear.  

TO EMAIL THIS FORM
Click this button

writer software.  You can email the data in the form to donpetsch@gmail.com

Bevel on Edge
Estimated Cost
No bevel is standard.  A 30 degree bevel will add about $125 to the cost of the unit.  Bevels become more expensive as the width of the area ground increases.

Side Finish
Non-Cert Edges
We usually paint the non-working edges for most straight edges.  Unpainted units show every blemish and must be oiled or they will rust.  It is very easy to drop a slippery oiled straight edge.  

Chamfer Corners
Sharp Edges
We usually chamfer the edges of most straight edges to prevent cuts on hands.  

Serial Number
Required
We must mark you straight edge with a serial number to provide traceability to a NIST standard.   We normally etch or stamp our unique serail number on the end of the unit.  We can stamp your number on any non-working surface.   

How is it Used
Information
We expect most straight edges to be resting on the working edge and be used to check deviation a surface below.   We can build units that work better in other orientatons.   

Inspection Procedure
Orientation
We expect most straight edges to be resting on the working edge and be used to check deviation a surface below and we check them in the same orientation.  We can check the unit in the same orientation that it will be used for an additional charge.

Packaging
Tube and Boxes
We encourage shipping straight edges in PVC tubes.   The tube prevents damage and has a low cost.  Wooden boxes are very expensive, require additional UPS charges, cannot be shipped overseas, or prone to theft, and do not offer the same level of protection.
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